2002 dodge dakota firing order

Runs good when cold. Any ideas? IP: Logged Message: No good fire in engine. It is like not
having enough logs on the fire. IP: Logged Message: Okay. Both are new. The misfire doesn't
happen until the motor warms up. Any suggestions? P - Intermittent loss of camshaft position
sensor or crankshaft position sensor Rich pointed out that possibilities include a dead or badly
installed camshaft position sensor; valve timing out of spec; sensor relearning required with a
scan tool; or a damaged tone wheel or pulse ring. ImperialCrown wrote that the cam position is
used mainly to synchronize fuel injectors, the crank position is needed to know when to spark.
IP: Logged Message: I replaced both. Problem still remains. Timing chain appears to be tight.
The weird thing is it won't start misfire until the engine warms up. Idle seems fine. Doesn't burn
oil; drops it, doesn't burn it. No water in oil. IP: Logged Message: The problem turned out to be
a bad plug wire on 3. I also had poor wire on the 6. So, given this trouble was related to two
things: the campshaft position sensor was faulty and the 3 plug wire was bad. Post a reply to
this message: Username Registration: Optional All visitors are allowed to post messages
Name:. Do you have the same problem? Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if
you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Is there also some kind of diagrams to show
the hook-ups? Was this answer helpful? If you could help me out I'd be greatly appreciated.
Thanks Was this answer helpful? What is the firing order for a Dodge dakota v6 on the
distributor? Do you. Hello, Here is the firing order for your car in the diagrams below. Image
Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Firing order cylinder 1 is in the front by the alternator cylinder
4 is the last one by the fire wall Was this answer. Thanks Was this answer. Can you tell me what
the firing order is, where number one cylinder is, and where number one location on distributor
is? There you go have a nice day Was this answer. What is the firing order for this vehichle Was
this answer. Not wired back to distributor correctly. Where is no on the distributor cap? There's
a notch in the body of the distributor that lines up with a corresponding tab on the bottom of the
cap. Images Click to enlarge. Need fireing order for engine. Here you go Was this answer. How
to put in right way. Hello, The 3. The firing order is usually stamped into the intake. Looking at
the front of the truck, the left side should be evens 2, 4, 6 and odds on the right side 1, 3, 5. If it
is fuel injected it is posted on the injector plugs. That helps with correct location of the
cylinders. It is sometimes on the distributor cap. Trace the plug wires back to the distributor cap
and fix the cross. Little tip on changing wires and distributor cap. Take cap off with wires
connected then replace 1 at a time. Good luck Was this answer. Excuse me I was doing the tune
up on a dodge dakota I pulled out all the wires and I canot put them back together I have no idea
how the order is the truck keeps turning of I have no idea how to put it back please help me
explain me please. Firing order dodge V8 5. The truck will idle but will not take the gas fast if
you go slow it will take it it also backfires but the firing order is right Was this answer. I'd use a
gage and check fuel pressure. Any applicable codes? How long since a tune-up? The fuel
pressure has been checked and there are no codes on the computer it was running good but
then it started messing up we put new plugs and wires the magnetic pickup was changed before
the truck was messed up I was wondering if it could be the idle air control sensor? We covered
one hole for the trottle body and it did not backfire if it could be is there a way to check it? Is
there a way to check a map sensor? Please login or register to post a reply. Firing Order?
Maybe You Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! It seems to increase in intensity with
the weather being colder. If I let my truck warm up for about mins the engine will straighten
itself out. If I drive it before allowing it to warm up the engine will back fire, bog down, and
cause my truck to excelerate slow. Can someone help advice me with my problem. Do you. So
you are getting a P code? Did you do the tune up yourself? If so are you sure that none of the
wires are crossed and all the plugs are gap correctly? Was this answer. The tune up was done
by Midas, I have taken my truck to the dealer ship as well as another local shop. They all tell me
the same thing that it runs fine for us. Once I take the truck out of the parking lot it acts up
again. I feel like I am getting know where with the shops that is why I am looking into possible
sensors now. Well I think you need to get the vehicle scanned and see what codes are stored. If
you have any codes get back with me and let me know what the codes are. The thing is anybody
could make a mistake so you could still have a wire crossed or a plug that is not gap correctly.
Some plugs get hit during installation and that changes the gap anything could happen. Good
Luck. I have also showing P and P The reason I don't think its a crossed wire or a gap issue
because the cylinder misfires have been changing cylinders. If it were a gap or wire issue
wouldn't it continue to run ruff and not straighten itself out? Well I think your right if it was a
crossed wire are plug you would have this issue constantly. Have you checked for vacuum
leaks. Sometimes a vacuum hose can be unintentionally disconnected causing a lean mixture
during warm up. There are a number of things that could cause the computer to set this code.
The tuneup you have just completed can theoretically rule out the secondary part of the ignition
system Wires and plugs. And the fuel injectors. Did you replace the fuel filter? It still may be on

the primary side. The coil packs could be breaking down and or the fuel injectors may be giving
you a lean mixture. The other thing I am leaning toward is the cam shaft sensor. If I am not
mistaken there were some issues with the Dodge 4. It is a little puzzling because of the cold
weather issue. When it is cold the engine needs more fuel and the computer is running the
engine on preset parameters. This is called the open loop mode because it is not regulating the
spark and fuel based on input sensor information The Closed Loop mode. So it seems like it
may be a lean mixture problem since the engine does better after it warms up. That is the only
thing that makes sense because a input sensor should be constant as well except for the O2
sensor which should set a code. The electrical problem on the primary side would get worse as
the engine heated up. I would have the system scanned again make sure that you are not
getting any other codes. If it were due to the other sensors you mentioned in your original post
it should have a code stored in the computer. If not I would check fuel psi. And change the fuel
filter if that has never been done. Toolman, Thank you for your help. I have not had the time to
work on my truck but planning on doing that this weekend. I was thinking about the it maybe
being the cam sensor. I think the fuel filter is a good idea period, because I haven't changed that
since I have got the truck. I have replaced two of the fuel injectors already and that didn't seem
to do anything for the problem, which is why I started leaning toward it being a sensor. I will
have to look into replacing the cam sensor and the fuel filter this weekend. Now you were
talking about because of the cold weather that the computer would run a leaner mixture. Would
it still be possible for me to get the back fires while driving with a leaner mixtuer? Sorry about
the mis-understanding. Actually what I meant was a cold engine actually needs more fuel.
Therefore the timing needs to be advanced in order to burn the fuel. There are many ways that
manufactures have done this over the years the latest being the computer and sensors. One
more question Is the check engine light staying on all the time? Please let me know how it goes
maybe the fuel filter will clear it up for you? A lean fuel mixture will definitely cause a mis fire.
Don't forget to give me some feed back if you think I am deserving of it. Good Luck Was this
answer. I went ahead and changed out the cam sensor and now my truck will not start. I went to
double check to make sure the wires were set correction on the distributor cap and even moved
them around. I don't know if I need to reset something to get it up and running again. The
engine turns over but does not even attempt to start now. Is there a fuse for the fuel injection
system that I might have blown that is not inside one of the fuse panales that I am not see.
Second the fuel filter is a life time and is part of the fuel pump. The only way to replace the filter
is by replacing the fuel pump. As for the fuel mixture being richer would explain why I get the
backfires when I drive it when its not warmed up. Sorry to hear that. Well the first thing we need
to determine is are you getting a spark. Remove a plug wire from a plug insert a screw driver
with a insulated handle which all should have. Make sure you have the metal tip of the
screwdriver inside the plug wire. If you get a nice blue spark then let me know. It would be the
fuel and or the timing. Get back with me when you find out if you are getting a spark. I will try to
monitor this a little closer and respond quicker. I just check to see if there was spark and there
was. The spark was not bright blue but an orange color. Where is the next I should check?
There is a valve on the intake it looks like the valve you put air in your tires. Be careful when
you do this if the fuel system is working there will be fuel under psi. Turn your ignition switch
on for about 10 sec. Then take a small screw driver and push that valve in gas should spray out
try to avoid getting it in your eyes ideally wear safety glasses when you do this. If you have a
fuel psi gauge that would be the most efficient and safest way to check your fuel system. If you
are getting fuel and a spark the only thing left is compression and spark timing. We can be fairly
certain that you have compression because it was running. I think it is out of time a little you
may even have your wires crossed. I think you said you moved them. Lets start by getting the
no 1 up on TDC. This is very critical some people change many parts due to the static timing be
off. Sometimes we assume the basic things have been done. So you take out the 1 plug unplug
your coil and pull your fuel pump fuse or relay. Have an assistant bump the starter while you
have your thumb on the hole of the plug. If you are by yourself you can put an old plug in to an
old spark plug wire end. You just cut the wire off and stick the plug in make sure the old wire
has the old boot on it because that is what you put in the plug hole. OK so as the engine is
coming up on TDC you will feel psi build up and blow off your thumb. Find the mark on your
Harmonic balancer if you get it close it is best to turn it by hand to get right on 0. Do not turn it
backwards if you pass 0. Just bump it over again until you get it on 0. OK now that we have the
1 cyl. Up on TDC take off your Distributor it should have a 1 on the distributor cap if not just
follow your wire from the plug up to the distributor cap. If the wires have been moved then all
you need to do is follow these directions. The 3. Another way to tell where it is at is the cap hold
down screw should be between 1 and 6. Now what you need to do is make sure the rotor button
is aligned with the notch on the switch plate if it is not perfectly lined up you will need to loosen

the hold down bolt on the distributor and slowly rotate the distributor to get the rotor button
lined up with the notch on the switch plate which will also align it with the plug on the tower.
After that is completed make sure you firing order is right. The firing order is on the intake you
will see the numbers stamped on the motor If I am not mistaken it is 1, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 it rotates
clock wise so trace each wire starting with 1 then going clock wise follow your wire from your 6
plug. Plug it into the next tower. Just repeat this process. Remember when refering to left and
right on the engine you should always refer to it as if you are sitting in the drivers seat. Some
people just can't get that not saying you are one of those people. But if you have to view it as if
you are standing in front of the car looking at the engine then it is just reversed. So looking at
the engine Cyl. Viewed from the front of the car. Sorry about all the redundancy. If you have Air,
Fire, Fuel and compression you should be running but if you have all those things they must be
occurring at the right time. Good Luck let me know how it goes. I have a question because my
repair book is not very clear on the wiring of the plugs. You said that Cyl. Is Cly. The cyl. The
repair book was not very clear on the cyl wiring diagram. My truck is now up and running. I will
drive it over the weekend to see if changing the cam senor made any kind of difference. I also
want to drive it to see if the computer needs to sinc the cam and crank shaft sensors up. Glad to
hear the good news. Give me some feed back if you can. Thanks and Good Luck Was this
answer. Does your truck have a performance chip in it. Mine does and did the same code.
Changed coils n plugs same issue took out the chip all is good now Was this answer. Osuyaqui,
Hi my name is Alex. Diagnosing is misfire is pretty easy. Here is a link that will explain what you
need to do. I have also included some basic troubleshooting charts for you about backfires and
low acceleration. Hope this helps you. Please login or register to post a reply. Asked by Ms.
Easy step by step guide on how to troubleshoot and repair an automotive engine cylinder
misfire P, P, P, P, P, P, P, P and P, though Kick It Up In Nuetral Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
au falcon stereo wiring
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

